
German Shepherd Dog (Long Stock Coat) Saturday 28th July 2018 

Judge: Miss Jessica Kada (NSW) 
 

Baby Puppy Bitch 
 

1. Kadama Drop It Like Its Hot 

Reg #: 2100495944 DOB: 07Apr2018 Y:0 M:3 D:21 

Juwika Destroyer x Karraine Hayleys Legacy 

 

Place: 1 Grading: Very promising 

 

Puppy Bitch 
 

2. Lindenelm Fancy Tickled Pink 

Reg #: 2100483117 DOB: 06Sep2017 Y:0 M:10 D:23 

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Deu) x Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne 

Place: 1 Grading: very promising 

3. Babanga Trinity 

Reg #: 2100483975 DOB: 28Sep2017 Y:0 M:10 D:1 

Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can x Ch Babanga Niobi AZ 

Place:2 Grading: very promising 

4 Ducliffe A Winters Tale 

Reg #: 2100484709 DOB: 14Oct2017 Y:0 M:9 D:15 

Ch Vablo Vom OsterbergerLand Ger.Ad.Ger.Bh.Ipo3(Imp Deu) x Ch Bramblegait 

Affair To 

Remember Az 

 

Place: 3 Grading: very promising 

 
Junior Bitch 

5. Babanga Susie Q 

Reg #: 2100476304 DOB: 26May2017 Y:1 M:2 D:3 

Ch Babanga Make My Day Ccd Az x Babanga Jerry Hall Az 
 

Critique: Height: 59.5cm, Depth of Chest: 29cm. Medium size, medium strong female 
of good type, good head and expression. Medium eye, would like masking slightly 

darker, good length of neck to high wither, firm back, slightly short steep croup, good 

fore and very good hind quarter angulation, upper arm should be longer, stands correct in 

front, steps slightly wide going and correct coming. During movement, shows good 

sequence of steps. 

Place: 1 Grading: Very good 



Intermediate Bitch 

6. Fremont Wildest Dreams AZ 

Reg #: 2100450808 DOB: 09Feb2016 Y:2 M:5 D:20 

Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) x Java Von Santamar (Imp Bel) 
 

Critique: Height: 59cm, Depth of Chest: 28cm. Medium size, medium strong female of 
very good type, strong head and expression, slightly short neck, high wither, firm back, 

good length and lay of croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. Good 

fore chest, slightly short underchest, stands slightly east/west, correct coming and going, 

elbows yet to firm,during movement shows good reach and drive, ideally the reach could 

be more expansive. 

Place: 2 Grading: very good 

 

7. Ch Babanga Raven 

Reg #: 2100458619 DOB: 09Aug2016 Y:1 M:11 D:20 

Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can x Ch Babanga Niobi Az 
 

Critique: Height:59cm Chest: 28cm. Medium size, medium strong female, good type, 
good head and expression, medium eye, good length of neck, level wither, slight rise in 

top line, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hindquarter 

angulation, pronounced forechest for age, good underchest, stands correct in front, steps 

slightly narrow going and correct coming. 

During movement has a tendency to bury herself and should overall show a better 

sequence of steps. 

 

Place: 3 Grading: very good 

8. Siobahn Greyt Encore 

Reg #: 2100461873 DOB: 08Oct2016 Y:1 M:9 D:21 

Gavin Vom Hasenborn x Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation 
 

Critique: H: 60.5cm, C: 31cm. Very large, medium strong sable female of slightly 
elongated proportions. Feminine head and expression, ideally under jaw could be 

stronger, good length of neck, high wither, firm back good length and lay of croup, good 

fore and hind quarter angulation, good length of underchest, stands correct infront, steps 

correct coming and going, shows very balanced and harmonious movement with good 

reach and drive. 

 
Place: 1 Grading: very good 

 

Challenge Bitch: 8 

Reserve Challenge Bitch: 6 



Baby Puppy Dog 

 

10. Kadama Destruction is coming 

Reg #: 2100495946 DOB: 07Apr2018 Y:0 M:3 D:22 

Juwika Destroyer x Karraine Hayleys Legacy 

 

Place:1 Grading: very promising 

 

Puppy Dog 

 

11. Erocia Ice Ice Baby 

Reg #: 5100102740 DOB: 28Oct2017 Y:0 M:9 D:0 

Grisu Vom Frankengold Ipo 2 x Ch. Eroica Coco Chanel 

Place: 1 Grading: very good 

Junior Dog 

12. Conkasha Desert Cobra 

Reg #: 2100471372 DOB: 20Mar2017 Y:1 M:4 D:9 

Asterhund Ozzie Anzac x Conkasha Dakota Star 
 

Critique:H: 64.5cm C32cm. Above medium size, medium strong male of very good 
type, good head and expression, high withers, firm back, slightly short but well laid 

croup, good fore and hindquarter angulation, ideally upper arm should be longer and 

better angled, slightly short in underchest, stands correct infront, steps correct coming 

and going, hocks yet to firm. 

During movement shows good reach and very good drive whilst maintaining a high either 

and firm topline. 

 

Place: 1 Grading: very good 

 

Intermediate Dog 

 
13 *CH Babanga Quintessential 

Reg #: 2100448611 DOB: 05Mar2016 Y:2 M:4 D:24 

Veneze Lutz x Babanga Jerry Hall 
 

Critique: H:64.5cm C: 30cm. Above medium size, strong dog of very good type, strong 
masculine head and expression, good length in neck to a high wither, slight peak in back, 

slightly short well laid croup, good fore and hind quarter angulation, pronounced 

forechest for age, stands correct infront, steps narrow going, correct coming. 

Showed good movement, reach and drive should be more effective and overall 

ligamentation should be firmer. 

 

Place: 1 Grading: very good 



Open Dog 

14 Ch Babanga Mr Anderson A Z BSCL 1 

Reg #: 2100391782 DOB: 17Sep2013 Y:4 M:10 D:12 

Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Deu) x Ch Babanga Fipsi 
 

Critique: H:64cm C30cm. Above medium size, strong well coloured male of very good 
type and proportions, masculine head and expression with medium eye. Slightly short 

neck into a high wither, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Good fore and 

very good hind quarter angulation, good forechest development and slightly short in 

under chest. Stands slightly east/west, steps correct coming and going, during movement 

shows good reach and powerful hind quarter drive with a good sequence of steps. 

 

Place: 2 Grading: Excellent 

15 Ch *Siobahn Greyt Impact (AI) AZ 

Reg #: 2100438356 DOB: 04Oct2015 Y:2 M:9 D:25 

Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can Az x Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation Az 
 

Critique: H: 65.5,C: 32. Very large strong sable male of very good type, strong 
masculine head and expression with very good plains of the skull. Good length of neck 

into a high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good 

hind quarter angulation, ideally the upper arm could be slightly longer, stands correct in 

front, steps correct coming and going. 

Displays harmonious movement with very good reach and powerful hind quarter drive, 

whilst maintaining his firm topline. 

 
 

Place: 1 Grading: Excellent 

 
Challenge Dog: 15 

Reserve Challenge Dog: 11 

 

BOB: 15 

RUP BOB: 8 

German Shepherd Dog Saturday 28th July 2018 

Judge: Miss Jessica Kada (NSW) 
 

Baby Puppy Bitch 

 

16 Tyrilebee Star To Behold 

Reg #: 2100493743 DOB: 09Mar2018 Y:0 M:4 D:20 

Ch. Tyrilebee Imagine This Az x Tyrilebee Look This Way Az 

Place; 2 Grading: very promising 

 

 

 



18 Freevale Flying Wothout Wings 

Reg #: 2100496156 DOB: 30Mar2018 Y:0 M:3 D:29 
*Ch Arkon Vom AltenbergerLand Ipo3 Hd/Ed x *Ch Freevale For Arts Sake Az 

Place: 1 Grading: very promising 

Minor Puppy Bitch 

19. Kevgar Dreamy Lola 

Reg #: 2100487583 DOB: 02Dec2017 Y:0 M:7 D:27 

Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x *Kevgar Awesome Material Girl Az 

Place: 2 Grading: very promising 

20. Dellahund Midori 

Reg #: 2100487529 DOB: 11Dec2017 Y:0 M:7 D:18 

Hausillevon Garmin x Dellahund Hyland Dancer 

 

Place: 3 Grading: very promising 

21. Karabach Pinch of Pepper 

Reg #: 3100370417 DOB: 16Jan2018 Y:0 M:6 D:13 

Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x Sadria Tillys Pepper 

Place: 1 Grading: very promising 

Puppy Bitch 

22 Tyrilebee Revenge Is Sweet 
Reg #: 2100481135 DOB: 13Aug2017 Y:0 M:11 D:16 

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag(Imp Deu) x Ch Tyrilebee Caught Inthe Act 

Place.............5th..................Grading.............Very Promising................. 

 

23. Sadria Russian Storm 
Reg #: 2100482005 DOB: 08Sep2017 Y:0 M:10 D:21 

Veneze Lutz x Sadria Storm Queen 

Place.........3rd.....................Grading.............Very Promising................ 

 

24 Vladimir Me Me Im First 
Reg #: 2100482804 DOB: 17Sep2017 Y:0 M:10 D:12 

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag x Ch. Vladimir Greys Thnew Black 

Place...........1st....................Grading...........Very Promising................... 



25 Freevale Cherry On Top Class 
Reg #: 2100484750 DOB: 12Oct2017 Y:0 M:9 D:16 

Ch. Arkon Vom Alternberger Land (Imp Deu) x Ch. Aldaina Chitchat 

Place............4th...................Grading...........Very Promising ................... 

26 Unshaus Djamika 
Reg #: 2100485268 DOB: 24Oct2017 Y:0 M:9 D:4 

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Gmy) "A" Ed x Unshaus Franziska 

Place...........2nd....................Grading........Very Promising...................... 

 

 

 

 

 

Junior Bitch 

27 Vladimir Legen WaitForIt Dary 

Reg #: 2100469171 DOB: 04Feb2017 Y:1 M:5 D:25 

Toby Vd Plassenburg x Ch. Vladimir Greys Thnew Black 
 

Critique: H: 61cm C: 29.5cm. Very large, medium strong female of good type, good 
head and expression, medium eye. Good length of neck into a high wither, firm back, 

good length and lay of the croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, 

ideally the upper arm should be longer. Very good top and underline, the saddle could be 

darker. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, hocks are yet to firm. 

Displayed harmonious, balanced movement with good reach and drive, whilst 

maintaining a high wither and firm topline. 

 

Place: 1 Grading: very good 

 
29. Amberg Bolero (AI) 

Reg #: 2100472131 DOB: 01Mar2017  Y:1 M:4 D:27 

*Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) Hd Ed x Amberg Jazzi Az 
 

Critique: H:59cm C:29cm. Above medium size, medium strong female of good type, 

good head and expression, eye should be darker. Stands with a level wither,firm back, 

slightly short and slightly steep croup, good fore and good hind quarter angulation, upper 

arm should be longer and better angulated. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming 

and going, during movement shows good sequence of steps, both reach and drive should 

be more effective. 

 

Place: 4 Grading: very good 



30. Sadria Nelly 

Reg #: 2100472178 DOB: 03Apr2017 Y:1 M:3 D:25 

Fremont Watson x Conkasha Spring Mist 
 

Critique: H: 61cm C:30cm. Very large strong female of very good type, good head and 
expression with a medium eye. High wither, firm back slightly short but well moulded 

croup, good fore and hind quarter angulation, slightly short in underchest, ideally should 

not become any deeper. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, hocks are 

yet to firm. 

During movement shows very good reach and hindquarter drive with a level wither and 

firm topline. 

 

Place: 3 Grading: very good 

 
 

31 Shardon Under My Spell 

Reg #: 2100475720 DOB: 19May2017 Y:1 M:2 D:9 
*Ch Arkon Vom AltenbergerLand Ipo3 x *Shardon Tranquility Az 

 

Critique: H:61cm C:29cm 
Very large, medium strong well pigmented female of very good type, good head and 

expression, very good top and underline. High wither, firm back, good length and lay of 

the croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. Ideally the upper arm could 

be longer and better angulated. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. 

During movement shows very good reach and powerful hind quarter drive, whilst 

maintaining her high wither and firm topline. 

Place: 2 Grading: very good 

 

Intermediate Bitch 

 

32. Babanga Pepper Potts 

Reg #: 2100441118 DOB: 16Nov2015  Y:2 M:8 D:12 

Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Deu) x Ch Babanga Fipsi Az 
 

Critique: H: 58cm C: 28cm. Medium size, medium strong female of good type, good 

head and expression, level wither, firm back, the croup is steep and of good length, good 

fore and very good hind quarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better 

angled, good fore and underchest development. Stands correct infront, steps correct 

coming and going, during movement shows good sequence of steps, both reach and 

hindquarter drive should be more effective. 

 

Place: 5 Grading: very good 



33 Babanga Poison Ivy AZ 

Reg #: 2100441119 DOB: 16Nov2015 Y:2 M:8 D:13 

Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Deu) x Ch Babanga Fipsi Az 
 

Critique: H: 60cm C: 28.5cm. Large strong female of good type, good head and 
expression, ideally the under jaw should be stronger, good length of neck into a high firm 

back, slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore and hind quarter angulation, upper arm 

should be longer and better angled. Stands correct in front, steps slightly wide going and 

correct coming. 

Displays balanced movement with good sequence of steps, good reach and hind quarter 

drive. 

 

Place: Grading: very good 

 

34 Brayline Kontiki Fire AZ 

Reg #: 2100445843 DOB: 08Jan2016 Y:2 M:6 D:20 

Ch *Fremont Hells Bells Az x *Sabaranburg Liquid Fire Hic Az 
 

Critique: H: 59cm C: 29cm. Above medium size, strong female of very good type and 
correct proportions. Good head and expression, high wither, firm back, slightly short but 

well moulded croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. The under chest 

should be longer, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, hocks should be 

firmer. 

During movement displays a good sequence of steps with powerful hind drive, the reach 

could be freer. 

 

Place: 3 Grading: very good 

 

35 Kevgar Crazee Blondie AZ 

Reg #: 2100457195 DOB: 27Jul2016: Y:2 M:0 D:1 

Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) x *Kevgar Awesome Material Girl Az 
 

Critique: H: 61cm C: 28. Very large strong female of very good type and correct 
proportions. Good head and expression, medium eye, high wither, firm back, slightly 

short but well laid croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, good fore and 

underchest development for age, stands correct in front,steps correct coming and going, 

elbows yet to firm. 

Displays balanced movemeant with good reach and powerful hind quarter drive whilst 

maintaining a good top line. 

 

Place: 2 Grading: very good 

 

37. Conkasha Celtic Flame AZ 

Reg #: 2100463883 DOB: 26Nov2016 Y:1 M:8 D:2 

Sundaneka Thunda Down Unda x Conkasha Ambers Spirit 
 

Critique: H: 59cm C: 25cm. Above medium size, medium strong well pigmented female 

of good type, good head and expression, medium eye. Good length of neck into a level 



wither, firm back, slightly short and steep croup. The upper arm is well angled but should 
be longer, good hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps wide going and 

correct coming, during movement once settled displays good sequence of steps, reach 

should be freer. 

 

Place: ` Grading: very good 

38 Conkasha Indianna Sunset AZ 

Reg #: 2100463882 DOB: 26Nov2016 Y:1 M:8 D:2 

Sundaneka Thunda Down Unda x Conkasha Ambers Spirit 
 

Critique: H: 58cm C: 27cm. Medium size, medium strong female, good type, good head 

and expression, medium eye, ideally masking could be darker. Level wither, firm back, 

slightly short but well molded croup, good fore and hind quarter angulation, upper arm 

could be longer and better angled. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and 

going. Overall should be stronger. 

During movement, maintains her topline, though both reach and drive should be more 

effective. 

 

Place: Grading: very good 

 

39 Freevale Inner Beauty AZ 

Reg #: 2100466105 DOB: 16Dec2016 Y:1 M:7 D:12 

*Toby Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu) x Ch Jonkahra Simply Irresistible Bscl 1 Az 
 

Critique: H: 58.5cm C: 29cm. Above medium size, strong well pigmented female of 

very good type. Very good head and expression, good length of neck into a high wither, 

firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter 

angulation, good fore and underchest development for her age. Stands correct in front, 

steps correct coming and going. Displays powerful harmonious movement with very 

good reach and hindquarter drive whilst maintaining her top line. 

 

Place: 1 Grading: very good 

 

Open Bitch 

40. Ch. Vladimir Greys ThNew Black 

Reg #: 2100368522 DOB: 08Sep2012 Y:5 M:10 D:20 

Ch Siobahn Apollo x Sup Ch Vladimir Anarchy E.T 
 

Critique: H: 61cm C: 31cm. Very large, medium strong sable female of slightly 

elongated proportions, good head and expression, high wither, firm back, slightly short 

but well laid croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. Ideally the upper 

arm should be longer and better angled. Good length of underchest, stands correct in 

front, steps correct coming and going. 

During movement shows very good reach and powerful hindquarter drive, whilst 
maintaining a high wither and firm topline. 

 

Place: 3 Grading: Excellent 



 

 

 

41. *Sabaranburg Liquid Fire AZ 

Reg #: 6100083265 DOB: 17Jul2013 Y:5 M:0 D:11 

Ch *Orrinshir Elton John Et Az x Ch *Bruvic Kontiki Az 
 

Critique: H:60cm C: 28cm. Large strong female of very good type, strong yet feminine 
head and expression, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, good fore and 

very good hind quarter angulation, upper arm could be slightly longer. Good top and 

underline, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, hocks should be firmer. 

Displays powerful far reaching movement whilst maintaining her topline. 

Slightly worn incisors. 

 

Place: 4 Grading: excellent 

42 *Conkasha Wild Dancer AZ 

Reg #: 2100390981 DOB: 09Sep2013: Y:4 M:10 D:19 

*Dellahund Party Prize Az x Conkasha Danish Mist Az 
 

Critique: H:60.5cm C:29cm 
Large, medium strong female of good type, good head and expression and medium eye, 

good length of neck into a level wither, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. 

Good fore and hind quarter angulation, upper arm could be longer and better angled, she 

should not become any deeper. Stands not quite correct in front, steps slightly wide 

going, correct coming. 

During movement shows a good sequence of steps, with good reach and drive whilst 

maintaining her topline. 

 

Place: Grading: excellent 

43 Babanga Oriana AZ 
Reg #: 2100431017 DOB: 15Jun2015 Y:3 M:1 D:13 

Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Deu) x Babanga Jerry Hall Az 
 

Critique:H: 61cm C: 29cm. Very large strong female of good type, good head and 
expression, medium eye, the ears are large. Level wither, firm back, short steep croup, 

good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, ideally the underchest should be longer. 

Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, during movement displays good 

sequence of steps with very good reach and drive. 

 

Place: 5 Grading: excellent. 



44 *Lawine Takira 

Reg #: 2100434022 DOB: 12Aug2015 Y:2 M:11 D:16 

Toby Von Der Plassenburg x Lawine Zasjeminca 
 

Critique: H: 59cm C: 27cm. Above medium size, medium strong female of very good 
type and correct proportions, very expressive, feminine head. High wither, firm back, 

slightly short but well moulded croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. 

Good fore and underchest development, the underline could ideally be slightly longer. 

Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, displays balanced harmonious 

movement with expansive reach and very good hind quarter drive. 

 

Place: 1 Grading: excellent 

46. Freinhauf Fire Fly Zoe AZ Cl 

Reg #: 6100100094 DOB: 18Jun2016 Y:2 M:1 D:10 

Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x Volscaro River Of Champagne 
 

Critique: H: 60cm C: 28cm. Large strong and expressive female of very good type, good 

head and expression with good depth of muzzle and correct eye. High wither, firm back, 

slightly short but well moulded croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, 

good length of underchest. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. 

During movement shows expansive reach and powerful hindquarter drive, the back 

ligamentation should remain firmer. 

 

Place: 2 Grading: excellent. 

Challenge Bitch: 44 
Reserve Challenge Bitch: 46 

 
 

Baby Puppy Dog 

47 KOMLOHOF ONASSIS 

Reg #: 2100491587 DOB: 02Feb2018 Y:0 M:5 D:26 

Ch Schaeferhund Logun (Ai) x Komlohof Emerald 

Place: 1 Grading: very promising 

48 Conkasha Black Condor 

Reg #: 2100491556 DOB: 07Feb2018 Y:0 M:5 D:21 

Sensen Mann Yokon x Conkasha Wild Dancer 

Place: 4 Grading: very promising 

49 Conkasha Black Spirit 

Reg #: 2100491554 DOB: 07Feb2018 Y:0 M:5 D:21 
Sensen Mann Yokon x Conkasha Wild Dancer 

Place: 3 Grading: very promising 



50 .Karraine No Approval Needed 

Reg #: 7100040668 DOB: 18Mar2018 Y:0 M:4 D:10 

Gerry Vom Schacher Imp Deu x Karraine Tribute To Ruby Az 

Place: 5 Grading: very promising 

52. Kadama Atago 

Reg #: 2100495951 DOB: 07Apr2018 Y:0 M:3 D:21 

Juwika Destroyer x Karraine Hayleys Legacy 

Place: 2 Grading: very promising 

Minor Puppy Dog 

 

53. Babanga Unforgiven 

Reg #: 2100486346 DOB: 11Nov2017 Y:0 M:8 D:17 

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu) x Ch Babanga Oriana Az 

Place: 1 Grading: very promising 

54. Dellahund Murphys Law 

Reg #: 2100487525 DOB: 11Dec2017 Y:0 M:7 D:17 

Hausillevon Garmin x Dellahund Hyland Dancer 

Place: 2 ++ Grading: very promising 

Puppy Dog 

55. Lindenelm Finn Sebastian 

Reg #: 2100483107 DOB: 06Sep2017 Y:0 M:10 D:22 

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag(Imp Deu) x *Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne Az 

ABSENT 

56. Sundaneka Karima Reyne 

Reg #: 2100483391 DOB: 21Sep2017 Y:0 M:10 D:7 

Ch. Vablo Vom OsterbergerLand Ger. Bh. Ger. Ad. Ipo3. (Imp Deu) x Sundaneka 

Olympic Dream 

ABSENT 

 

Junior Dog 

 

57. RonanLine Back in Black (AI ) 

Reg #: 7100038169 DOB: 18Mar2017 Y:1 M:4 D:10 

*Fremont Hells Bells x *Glenbala Fantastic Craze 
 

Critique:H:64.5cm C: 30cm 

Large strong dog of good type, masculine head and expression, ideally the eye should be 

darker. Stands with a slightly erect neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of 

croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer 

and better angled. 

Stands not quite correct in front, steps correct coming and going, elbows and hocks yet to 
firm. 

During movement, shows good reach and hindquarter drive whilst maintaining a high 

wither, the back ligamentation should remain firmer. 



Place: 1 Grading: very good 
 

Intermediate Dog 

 

58. Lago Giotto 

Reg #: 5100091765 DOB: 16Jan2016 Y:2 M:6 D:12 

Odin Delle Terre Matildiche x Babenberg Jasmina 
 

Critique: H: 65cm C: 30cm. Very large strong well pigmented male of slightly elongated 
proportions. Masculine head and expression with good length of neck into a high wither, 

firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hind quarter 

angulation. Correct fore and underchest development, firm and dry, stands correct in 

front, steps correct coming and going, hocks should be firmer. 

Displays harmonious movement with expansive reach and very good hind quarter drive. 

Place: 3 Grading: very good 

59. *Conkasha Atomic Fire AZ 

Reg #: 2100444171 DOB: 24Jan2016 Y:2 M:6 D:4 

Vablo Vom OsterbergerLand x Conkasha Wild Dancer 
 

Critique: H: 65cm C: 30. Large, medium strong well pigmented male of good type, good 

head and expression, under jaw could be stronger, high wither, slight rise over topline, 
short steep croup. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, good length of 

second thigh. The upper arm could be longer and better angled, slightly short in 

underchest. Stands not quite correct in front, steps correct coming and going hocks 

should be firmer. 

Displays expansive far reaching movement and good hindquarter drive, his back 

ligmentation should remain firmer. 

 

Place: 5 Grading: very good 

 

60. Uhlmsdorf Black Diamond 

Reg #: 9100010952 DOB: 24May2016 Y:2 M:2 D:4 

VacVagvolgyi Jenky (Imp Deu) x Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac "A" "Z' 
 

Critique: H:64cm C: 30cm. Above medium size, strong masculine male of very good 
type and correct proportions. Masculine head and expression with good plains of the 

skull, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hind 

quarter angulation, pronounced forechest for age. Stands correct in front, steps correct 

coming and going, hocks should be firmer. 

Displays balanced movement with very good reach and powerful hind quarter drive 

whilst maintaining a high wither and firm topline. 

 

Place: 1 Grading: very good 



61. Brigenti Kajos 
Reg #: 2100458790 DOB: 09Aug2016 Y:1 M:11 D:19 

Veneze Lutz x Brigenti Harmony Gold 
 

Critique: H:65.5cm C: 30cm. Very large medium strong dog of slightly elongated 
proportions. Good head and expression, medium eye, ideally the masking could be 

darker. High wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, good fore and very good 

hind quarter angulation, upper arm should be longer and better angled, good length of 

underchest. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. 

During movement displays good sequence of steps with good reach and hind quarter 

drive whilst maintaining a firm topline. 

 

Place: 4 Grading: very good 

 

62. KHANIQUE LAZARO AZ 

Reg #: 2100469890 DOB: 15Jan2017 Y:1 M:6 D:13 

VacVagvolgyi Jenky (Imp Deu) x Khanique Gracie 
 

Critique: H:66cm C: 30cm. Standing on upper limit of size, very large masculine male 
of very good type and correct proportions, masculine head and expression with correct 

eye. High wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore and hind 

quarter angulation, upper arm is well laid but could be slightly longer, good fore and 

under chest development for age, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, 

hocks should be firmer. 

During movement displays harmonious balanced movement with very good reach and 

powerful hind quarter drive. 

 
 

Place: 2 Grading: very good 

 
 

Open Dog 

 

63. *CH. Babanga Make My Day AZ CCD 

Reg #: 2100391778 DOB: 17Sep2013 Y:4 M:10 

Gerry Vom Schacher x Ch Babanga Fipsi 
 

Critique: H: 66cm C: 31cm. Standing on maximum size, very large strong dog of good 
type, good head and expression with good depth of muzzle. Good length of neck into a 

high wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore and very good hind 

quarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer. Stands correct in front, steps correct 

coming and going,. 

Displays far reaching balanced movement whilst maintaining a firm topline. The drive 

could be more effective 
 

Place: 4 Grading: excellent 



 

64. Fremont Watson 
Reg #: 2100437016 DOB: 27Jul2015 Y:3 M:0 D:1 

Fremont Hells Bells x Java Von Santamar 
 

Critique: H: 64.5cm C: 28cm. Large, medium strong well pigmented dog of slightly 
elongated proportions, masculine head and expression, dark eye. Good length of neck, 

into a high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good 

hind quarter angulation, ideally the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Stands 

correct in front, steps slightly wide going correct coming. 

Displays harmonious expansive movement with very good reach and drive whilst 

maintaining a high wither and firm topline. 

 

Place:1 Grading: excellent 

 

65. *Jayshell Nebraska AZ 

Reg #: 3100332848 DOB: 04Dec2015 Y:2 M:7 

Ch Fremont Hells Bells x Ch Jayshell Winona 
 

Critique: H: 63.5 C: 29. Medium size, strong male of very good type and correct 

proportions. Masculine head and expression with correct plains of the skull, very good 

length of neck into a high wither, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Good 

fore and very good hind quarter angulation, ideally the underchest could be longer. 
Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. 

During movement shows good reach and very good hind quarter drive whilst maintaining 

his topline. 

 

Place: 2 Grading: excellent 

 

66. * UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK AZ 

Reg #: 9100010914 DOB: 04Jun2016 Y:2 M:1 D:24 

Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) x Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne 
 

Critique: H: 64cm C: 30cm. Above medium size, medium strong well pigmented male 
of correct proportions.Good head and expression, slightly short in neck, high wither, firm 

back, good length and lay of croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, 

good fore and underchest development for age, stands correct in front, steps correct 

coming and going, displays expansive far reaching movement with very good hind 

quarter drive and good sequence of steps. 

 

Place: 3 Grading: excellent 

 
 

Challenge Dog: 64 

Reserve Challenge Dog: 65 


